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ABSTRACT

Disease characteristics and pathogenesis of coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19) 
have been greatly elucidated, but there is currently no specific treatment 
to induce regeneration of lung damage. In severe cases, acute SARS-CoV-2 
infection leads to a deficiency of the immune system and consequently 
damage to immune responses, resulting in impaired immune cell function. 
Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), which are involved in the regulation and 
regeneration of the immune system, can be considered as a treatment 
option because they may regulate the inflammatory response caused by 
cytokine storms and improve lung damage. Recently, MSCs according to 
their immunomodulatory and regenerative properties attract attention 
in clinical trials. Since the outbreak of COVID-19, a series of MSC-related 
clinical trials have been performed. The findings show that MSC treatment 
not only reduces lung damage but also improves immune function 
by reducing cytokine storms. In this article, we reviewed therapeutic 
advances and trials of using MSCs to treat SARS-CoV-2 injury.

Keywords: Cytokine Storm, Cell Therapy, Mesenchymal Stem Cells, 
Inflammatory Response, Regeneration, Coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19), 
SARS-CoV-2, ARDS

INTRODUCTION

COVID-19 due to Acute Respiratory Syndrome of Coronavirus 2 (SARS-
CoV-2) has affected more than 692 million patients and by Aug 8, 2023, 
more than 6.9 million deaths have been reported [1]. SARS-CoV-2 
causes a range of clinical manifestations, ranging from mild to moderate 
respiratory symptoms to acute respiratory syndrome and eventual death. 
Patients with acute SARS-CoV-2 infection often show a set of symptoms 
similar to those of peer viruses such as SARS and influenza [2]. The innate 
and adaptive immune responses of the host, especially the adaptive 
immune against SARS-CoV-2, play a key role in controlling viral infection. 
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Hyper inflammation and cytokine storm are considered to 
be the main causes of lung organ damage that cause severe 
progression of COVID-19 [3]. Thus, apart from conventional 
antiviral therapies and oxygen therapy, immunomodulatory 
therapeutic strategies may potentially prevent disease 
progression and save patients with COVID-19, especially 
in critical and acute cases. Many immunotherapeutic 
approaches have been used for COVID-19, including 
glucocorticoid therapy [4,5], plasma therapy [6,7], and 
the use of anti-interleukin monoclonal antibodies [8-10]. 
However, the side effects and efficacy of the various applied 
treatments have necessitated further studies to identify 
the safety and efficacy of alternative immune-modulating 
regimens.

In the last ten, the safety and efficacy of adult mesenchymal 
stem cells (MSCs) transplantation have been reported for 
the treatment various chronic diseases such as systemic 
lupus erythematosus [11], graft-versus-host disease (GVHD) 
[12], chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) [13], 
asthma [14] and lung injuries caused by sulfur mustard 
[15,16]. It should be noted that MSC therapy has been also 
used for animal models and patients with influenza, which 
significantly inhibited the inflammatory response induced 
by immune cells and reduced further lung damage [17-19]. 
Mesenchymal stem cells have also been used to treat patients 
with acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) [20,21]. 
From the outbreak of COVID-19 until November 2021, 85 
clinical trials of mesenchymal stem cells for the treatment of 
COVID-19 have been reported at ClinicalTrials.gov [22].

CYTOKINE STORM

Cytokines are a range of small proteins released by cells 
to control cellular functions such as proliferation and 
differentiation [23]. In COVID-19 infection, the virus uses 
interstitial serine protease-2 (TMPRSS2) and angiotensin-
converting enzyme (ACE2) as its receptors through its 
epithelial spike glycoprotein. After binding to the ACE2 
receptor on the surface of the target cell, the virus enters the 
uncoated RNA genome into the cell cytoplasm and replicates 
its viral genome using the capabilities of the infected cell [24]. 
The binding of the virus to the host through these cell surface 
receptors causes overactivity of the nuclear factor κB (NF-
kB), mainly in non-immune cells, including lung epithelial 
cells, which produce more cytokines and chemokines [25]. 
Serum levels of angiotensin 2 (Ang2) increase with ACE2 
occupancy at the cell surface by the virus [26]. Ang2 acts 
as both a vasoconstrictor cytokine and a pro-inflammatory 
cytokine via angiotensin receptor type 1 (AT1R) [27]. This 

action activates a cascading chain of molecules involved in 
inflammation and activation of the JAK2/1 kinase signal 
pathway and STAT3 transcription factor in non-immune 
cells such as epithelial, endothelial, and fibroblast cells [28]. 
Thus, SARS-CoV-2 infection activates NF-κB and STAT3 in 
the respiratory system (Figure 1). During the inflammatory 
process, the main stimulus of STAT3 is the inflammatory 
factor IL-6 [29]. Evidence has shown that immune 
impairment exacerbates the complications of COVID-19. The 
natural antiviral immune response requires the activation of 
the inflammatory pathways of the immune system. However, 
abnormal host immune responses can exacerbate the disease 
if left unchecked [30]. Cytokines are an important part of the 
inflammatory process and are produced by several immune 
cells, including macrophages, dendritic cells, natural killer 
cells (NK cells), and the T and B lymphocytes of the adaptive 
immune system [31]. During an innate immune response to 
viral infection, pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) detect 
the various molecular structures that characterize the 
invading virus [32]. These molecular structures are referred 
to as pathogen-related molecular patterns (PAMPs) [33]. 
The binding of PAMPs to PRRs initiates an inflammatory 
response against the invading virus, which activates several 
signaling pathways and subsequently transcription factors 
that induce the expression of genes responsible for producing 
several products involved in the host’s immune response 
to the virus. Among them are genes that encode several 
pro-inflammatory cytokines [34]. The main transcription 
factors activated by PRRs include nuclear factor-kB (NFkβ), 
activation protein 1, and interferon response factors 3 and 7. 
These transcription factors induce the expression of genes 
encoding inflammatory cytokines, chemokines, and cell 
adhesion molecules. These events recruit leukocytes and 
plasma proteins to the site of infection to fight the virus [35].

Three of the most important pro-inflammatory cytokines 
of the innate immune response are IL-1, TNF-α, and IL-6. 
Tissue macrophages, mast cells, endothelial and epithelial 
cells are the main sources of these cytokines during the 
innate immune response. The “cytokine storm” is caused by a 
sudden sharp increase in the levels of various inflammatory 
cytokines, including IL-6, IL-1, TNF-α, and interferon (Figure 
1).

This increase in cytokine secretion leads to the invasion and 
migration of various immune cells such as macrophages, 
neutrophils, and T cells from the bloodstream to the site of 
infection. Additionally, tissue destruction is associated with 
endothelial cell instability, vascular barrier damage, alveolar 
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cell damage, destruction of capillaries, and eventually death. 
Lung damage is one of the consequences of cytokine storms 
that can turn into acute lung damage or its more severe form 
acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) [36]. ARDS, 
which is associated with lower blood oxygen saturation, is 
a major cause of death in patients with COVID-19. Although 
the exact mechanism of ARDS in COVID-19 patients is not 
fully understood, overproduction and secretion of pro-
inflammatory cytokines are likely one of the main causes 
[37].

Evidence suggests that some patients with COVID-19 suffer 
from a “cytokine storm.” Plasma analysis of cytokines in 41 
patients with COVID-19 in China revealed high levels of IL-
1β, IL-7, IL-8, IL-9, IL-10, FGF, G-CSF, IFN-γ, IP- 10, MCP-1, 
MIP-1A, MIP1-B, PDGF, TNF-α, and VEGF in ICU and non-ICU 
patients compared with healthy individuals. All patients 
included in the study had pneumonia, of which 1/3 patients 
were admitted to the intensive care unit and 6 of these 
patients died [38].

Figure 1: The process of creating a cytokine storm following the infection of lung cells with the Covid-19 virus. SARS-CoV-2 
infects epithelial cells and immune cells, causing tissue damage and the release of inflammatory cytokines (such as IL-1, IL- 
6, and TNFα) by endothelial, epithelial, and immune cells. These inflammatory cytokines overwhelm innate immune cells 
(monocytes, macrophages, neutrophils, DCs, and NK cells) and adaptive immune cells (CD4 + T cells and CD8 + T cells) to 

the site of injury and cause storms. Overproduction of systemic cytokines activates macrophages and erythrophagocytosis, 
which cause anemia and impaired vascular homeostasis, resulting in capillary leakage syndrome and thrombosis. 

Together, these events lead to ARDS, multiple organ failure, and eventually death.
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Numerous studies have reported that high levels of pro-
inflammatory cytokines are produced as a result of 
interference between epithelial cells and immune cells in 
COVID-19, resulting in severe cytokine (CS) storms [39]. CS is 
a life-threatening vital condition that requires hospitalization 
in intensive care and has a very high mortality rate. CS 
is characterized by the clinical manifestations of severe 
systemic inflammation, hyperferritinemia, hemodynamic 
instability, and multiple organ failure, and can lead to death 
if left untreated [40]. CS stimulus is an uncontrolled immune 
response that leads to the activation and proliferation of 
lymphocytes, macrophages and other immune cells. Clinical 
findings of CS have been attributed to the function of pro-
inflammatory cytokines such as IL-1, IL-6, IL-18, IFN-γ 
and TNF-α [41]. In the serum of CS patients, both pro-
inflammatory cytokines (such as IL-1, IL-6 and TNF-α) and 
anti-inflammatory cytokines (such as IL-10 and the IL-1 
receptor antagonist) are elevated. The main factors causing 
hurricane cytokines are IL-6 and TNF-α. In case of the lack 
of immediate and appropriate treatment for CS, patients will 
develop ARDS, which is associated with acute lung injury 
followed by multiple organ failure and death [42]. In addition 
to antiviral therapies that can directly target the virus, anti-
inflammatory therapies that reduce cytokine responses 
are recommended to reduce morbidity and mortality in 
COVID-19 patients.

Immunomodulatory therapeutics

Given that there is no approved drug treatment for SARS-
CoV-2 infection, vaccination seems to be the main prevention 
strategy and is ideal for meeting the current clinical need 
[43]. Based on previous epidemic history associated with 
SARS-CoV and Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) 
coronavirus, drugs such as ribavirin, remdesivir and 
lopinavir/ritonavir have been considered for the treatment 
of COVID-19 despite their controversial results [44,45]. With 
the rapid increase in critically ill patients, it is essential to 
identify specific molecular targets in key pathogenesis 
pathways that can be manipulated. Using these therapeutic 
targets to modulate immunity can reduce inflammatory 
conditions or CRS (cytokine release syndrome) in COVID-19 
patients. However, many anti-inflammatory drugs commonly 
used in the treatment of rheumatic diseases have been 
suggested as immunomodulatory drugs for the treatment of 
SARS-CoV-2 [46].

One of these methods is the use of Janus Kinase Inhibitors 
(JAKi) to over-inhibit cytokine signaling or cytokine storms 
[47]. Most JAK inhibitors are specifically effective in inhibiting 

JAK1 and JAK2 (Figure 1), and therefore, multiple cytokines 
including IL-6, IL-2, interferon alpha and beta (IFN) -α/β, and 
the IFN signaling cascade [48]. Baricitinib is a JAKi that may 
inhibit the early stages of SARS-CoV-2 virus transmission 
through endocytosis and prohibit several cytokines-related 
signaling pathways that are associated with the pathogenesis 
of viral pneumonia. These results suggest that JAK inhibitors 
may be effective in reducing clinical symptoms through 
modulating inflammatory cytokines in various organs such 
as the lungs, kidneys, and heart. Several clinical trials have 
been performed to evaluate the use of Baricitinib and other 
JAK inhibitors in COVID-19 patients. The results show that 
patients treated with Baricitinib achieved better clinical 
improvement than others [49].

Another way is to use renin-angiotensin-aldosterone 
(RAAS) system inhibitors. Angiotensin-converting enzyme 
inhibitors (ACEIs) and angiotensin receptor blockers (ARBs) 
are primary inhibitors of RAAS [50]. These RAAS inhibitors 
are recommended for patients with cardiovascular disease, 
diabetes and renal failure [51]. SARS-CoV-2 enters the 
cells of the lower respiratory tract of infected patients 
using membrane-bound protein ACE2 receptor (Figure 1). 
Therefore, it is hypothesized that treatment with ACEI and 
ARBs in COVID-19 patients may reduce inflammation and 
have potential benefits in treating COVID-19-induced lung 
injury [52].

In COVID-19 infection, phosphorylation and ubiquitination 
of the NF-κB inhibitor (called IkBα) cause the proteasome of 
IkBα to be degraded and the NF-κB complex to be isolated 
and transported to the nucleus (Figure 1). NF-κB then 
induces several pro-inflammatory cytokines such as TNF-α, 
IL-1, IL-6 and some chemokines [53]. In response to the 
production of these inflammatory cytokines, immune cells 
are recruited to the site of injury increases, which intensifies 
the inflammatory process and causes severe inflammation 
or CRS in patients with SARS-CoV-2. NF-κB to remain in 
binding to IκB and not be able to cross the nuclear membrane 
and bind to the target DNA, resulting in inhibition of the 
expression of pro-inflammatory chemokines and cytokines.

IL-6 is a type of cytokine that is involved in a wide range of 
immune and inflammatory events. IL-6 binds to IL-6R and 
glycoprotein-130 (gp130) to form a hexameric complex 
(Figure 1) [54]. Because IL-6 plays a vital role in immune and 
inflammatory disorders, anti-IL-6 or anti-IL-6R drug therapy 
can prevent IL-6 binding to IL-6R by targeting the cytokine or 
receptor itself [55]. Therefore, IL-6 inhibitor-based therapy 
can relieve various inflammatory symptoms such as fever, 
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fatigue, pain, etc. [55]. It is hypothesized that an IL-6 inhibitor 
may be an option for the treatment of severe inflammation 
(due to high concentrations of IL-6) or ARDS due to CRS in 
patients with COVID-19 pneumonia [56]. In this regard, a 
phase 2 clinical trial was performed to evaluate the efficacy 
of an IL-6 inhibitor called Tocilizumab in patients with acute-
phase COVID-19 [55]. Clinical trial findings are expected to 
expand the use of IL-6 inhibitor therapy for the treatment 
of CRS or inflammatory bowel disease in COVID-19 patients.

Mesenchymal stem cells and their implantation

Within the cell complex in the bone marrow, there is a 
subset of non-blood cells called mesenchymal progenitor 
cells. Mesenchymal stem cells are multivalent (multipotent) 
stem cells that can produce their own (self-renewal) and a 
copy of themselves to the left and also can be a variety of 
mesenchymal cell differentiation found [57]. MSCs can be 
isolated from a variety of sources, including the umbilical 
cord, adipose tissue, bone marrow, and human dental pulp 
(Figure 2) [58,59]. The shape of MSC colonies in the culture 
medium is similar to fibroblast cells and is known as colony-
forming unit-fibroblast (CFU-F) [60].

MSCs have several features that can be identified and 
differentiated from other cells based on surface markers 
on the surface of these cells and can be examined by flow 
cytometry [61]. In addition, MSCs can produce different 
tissues such as bone, cartilage, and fat during in vitro 
differentiation [62]. MSCs can be differentiated into 
ectodermal and endodermal cells [63]. This property of 
ductility along with their easy culture from bone marrow or 
other tissues and having immunomodulatory potential and 
lack of moral consequences are the reasons for using MSCs 
in cell therapy [64].

The implantation process of MSCs involves their migration 
inside a tissue, following their transfer across the width 
of the vascular endothelium. There is very little data on 
the localization and implantation of MSCs after infusion. 
Several factors play a role in MSC implantation performance 
[65]. In general, in an inflammatory process during injury, 
activation of inflammatory cells requires a series of signaling 
and adhesion events, including selectin-mediated rotation, 
cell activation by cytokines and chemokines, activation of 
integrins, and adhesion function by integrins. Endothelium, 
migration from the endothelial width, and finally migration 
and invasion of the extracellular matrix include integrin-
dependent interactions and matrix-degrading proteases 
[66]. It has been clearly shown that direct migration of MSCs 

follows a slope of the chemokine concentration. An increase 
in the concentration of inflammatory chemokines where 
inflammation is present is a key mediator for the transport 
of MSCs to the site of injury.

Chemokines are released after tissue destruction, and MSCs 
also express several receptors for chemokines [67]. Activation 
of chemokines is a very important step in the movement of 
MSCs to the site of injury. During several passages of MSCs cell 
culture, the expression of the number of surface receptors 
such as CXCR3, CXCR4, CXCR6, CCR9, and CCR10 is increased 
or decreased, which may contribute to the implantability 
of MSCs. Among these, CXCR4 is a chemotactic receptor for 
SDF-1 whose expression is increased in the bone marrow 
and damaged tissue [68]. The binding of SDF-1 to the CXCR4 
receptor on the surface of MSCs activates mesenchymal cells 
to increase their proliferation, survival, and migration to 
the affected site (Figure 2). As long as the SDF-1 chemotaxis 
factor is produced from the affected site, the process of 
activating and recalling MSCs continues until the complete 
repair of the damaged tissue, but in cases of severe damage, 
the repair is not complete [69].

MSCs secrete many molecules such as growth factors, 
cytokines, chemokines, and hormones that are involved 
in cellular function, all of which have paracrine effects 
on immune cells and play a role in their implantation and 
migration to the damaged site [70]. Factors such as IL-37, 
TGF-β, VEGF (Vascular endothelial growth factor), PGE-2 
(Prostaglandin-E2), HGF (Hepatocyte growth factor), NO 
(Nitric oxide), and HO-1 (Heme oxygenase) are secreted by 
MSCs and can provide an immunosuppressive environment 
by inhibiting T cell proliferation, cytotoxicity, and induction 
of Treg cell proliferation [71]. MSCs changed the cytokine 
secretion by dendritic cells (DCs), helper T cells, and NK cells 
by inhibiting the secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines 
such as interferon-gamma (IFN-γ), IL-1β, and tumor necrosis 
factor (TNF-α) and alter the increase anti-inflammatory 
cytokines such as IL-10 [85]. IL-10 inhibits apoptosis and 
reduces the production and activation of lymphocytes 
[72]. IDO factor (indoleamine 2,3 dioxygenase) also has a 
regulatory effect on T cell proliferation and Treg cells [73]. 
Keratinocyte growth factor (KGF) causes progenitor cells to 
accumulate and repair the epithelium very quickly and plays 
an important role in repairing the precursor epithelial cell 
located in the affected area, especially the type II alveolar 
epithelial cells (Figure 2) [74].

Studies have shown that MSCs can reduce innate immune 
responses and have the ability to alter adaptive immune 
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responses associated with inflammatory lung disease by 
affecting T-cells [75]. 

Preclinical models support the hypothesis that MSCs may 
have clinical efficacy in the treatment of COPD. However, 
although clinical trials have demonstrated the safety of MSC 
therapy, they have not yet provided evidence for the efficacy 
of MSCs in the treatment of COPD [76]. Many studies have 
been conducted so far to investigate the safety of MSC-
based therapies. Clinical trials show that human MSCs 
cultured in vitro are less prone to adverse changes [77]. 
Prolonged cell culture may lead to an increased likelihood of 
malignant transformation. Some components of the culture 
medium and growth factors may predispose the cells to such 
processes. There is also a risk of viral and prion transmission 
after administration of the cells [78].In addition to transient 
fever, which is the most common event, reported by 

researchers, other side effects such as constipation, fatigue, 
injection site side effects, and insomnia can also occur with 
MSC administration [79].

Mesenchymal stem cells cause the virus shedding and prevent 
virus replication and damage to the virus-induced lung 
epithelial cells (Figure 2) [17].Thus, mesenchymal stem cells 
may be an appropriate treatment option for patients with 
severe or critical COVID-19 that could potentially improve 
lung damage, suppress overactive inflammatory response, 
and influence the progression of pulmonary fibrosis (Figure 
2). In both animal and human models, treatment with MSC 
has been observed to reduce lung lesions and inhibit the 
inflammatory response induced by influenza virus infection 
[80,81]. The efficacy and potential safety of MSC treatment 
in patients with ARDS have also been evaluated [82].

Figure 2: Proposed mechanisms for MSC function in patients with severe COVID-19. Mesenchymal cells can be 
isolated from different tissues and after processing, the cells injected intravenously. The number of infiltrated 
immune cells that cause the cytokine storm is significantly reduced and the damaged lung tissue is repaired. 
Mesenchymal stem cells are involved in the regeneration and regulation of the immune system, but the exact 

mechanisms of these effects have not yet been fully elucidated.
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MSC Therapy Clinical Trials for SARS-CoV-2

Clinical trials have shown that intravenous MSC injections 
in patients with moderate or severe SARS-CoV-2 have been 
safe and well tolerated. Zhao et al. reported for the first-
time intravenous administration of MSCs could improve 
the clinical outcome of COVID-19 patients and at the same 
time showed appropriate levels of immune tolerance, 
especially in critically ill patients [83]. Shi et al. conducted 
a randomized, phase 2, double-blind, placebo-controlled 
trial to evaluate the efficacy and safety of intravenous MSC 
treatment at two hospitals in Wuhan, China. 101 patients 
with severe COVID-19 were selected and randomly selected 
in a 2:1 ratio to receive UC-MSCs (placebo) or placebo. 
Compared with placebo, UC-MSC injection improved lung 
lesion volume from the start of injection to 28 days after 
injection [84]. Also, a significant improvement was observed 
in the gait test within 6 minutes (6MWD). In another study, 
umbilical cord MSC (UC-MSC) injections in patients with 

moderate to severe COVID-19 were safe, paving the way for 
phase 2 and 3 trials [85]. In two studies, the effectiveness 
of treatment using 2×108 MSC [86] and exogenous MSC-
derived exosomes [87] in COVID-19 patients was evaluated 
and showed improvement in some clinical parameters. 
Lanzoni et al. found that the level of inflammatory cytokines 
was significantly reduced 6 days after UC-MSC injection. 
Moreover, an improvement was observed in survival without 
serious side effects in COVID-19 patients with ARDS [88]. 
In other trials, patients treated with MSC were discharged 
earlier due to improved pulmonary function than control 
patients [89]. Wu et al. Showed that fibrotic lung lesions 
decreased with MSC injection in pulmonary patients [90]. 
These data suggest that treatment with MSC is safe and may 
be beneficial for COVID-19 patients. Table 1 show several 
completed clinical trials related to the use of MSCs in the 
treatment of SARS-CoV-2-induced lung injury and their 
effectiveness at clinicaltrials.gov. 

Trial ID
Trial 

design
Cellular 
source

Injection 
dose

Number Clinical findings

NCT04392778
[91]

Phase I 
and II

MSCs

3×106 cell/
dose

3 injections (0-
3-6 days)

30
Improve clinical signs associated with COVID-19 infection 

(including fever, pneumonia, shortness of breath). 
Improvement in the lungs was assessed by CT scan.

NCT04400032
[92]

Phase I 
and II

UC-MSCs
2.5×106 cell/ 

dose
15

Umbilical Cord (UC) cells were safe and had no side effects. 
Survival rates increased in ARDS patients.

NCT04348461
[93]

Phase I AD-MSCs
1×106 cell/kg
3 injections

13

No adverse events were reported after injection of 
adipose-derived MSCs (AD). Improvements in respiratory 

parameters, pulmonary imaging and reduction of 
inflammation were observed in individuals with severe 

pulmonary symptoms.

NCT04355728
[94]

Phase I 
and II

UC-MSCs

2×107 cell/
dose

2 injections 
(0-3 days)

24
UC-MSC injection was safe. Inflammatory cytokines were 

significantly reduced and the survival rate of ARDS patients 
was increased.

NCT04288102
[84]

Phase II UC-MSCs

4×107 cell/
dose

3 injections (0-
3-6 days)

100

UC-MSCs were safe to administer and improved lung 
damage compared with those receiving placebo. 

Improvements were observed in the 6MWD test in patients 
treated with UC-MSC.

NCT04713878
[95]

Phase I I MSCs
1×106 cell/kg

3 injections (0-
2-4 days)

21
Improve clinical symptoms, reduce cytokine storm damage 

to tissues and organs, and meet oxygen demand

NCT04252118
[96]

Phase I MSCs

3×107 cell/
dose

3 injections (0-
3-6 days)

20
Improve clinical symptoms including duration of fever and 

shortness of breath, no side effects

Table 1: Clinical studies of the treatment of SARS-CoV-2 patients with MSC taken from clinicaltrials.gov site
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COVID-19 has imposed a great deal of public health and 
socioeconomic burden, especially in low and middle-income 
countries. There is an urgent global need for safe and effective 
treatments. The therapeutic effects of MSCs in animal and 
human models of various diseases reflect the therapeutic 
applications of these cells. The immunomodulatory and 
growth inhibitory properties of MSCs have led to their normal 
use in tissue repair and treatment of various diseases in the 
preclinical stages and study phases 1 to 3 [103-105]. Among 
the advantages of using the cell therapy method compared to 
other methods, the harmlessness of its side effects compared 
to conventional drug treatment methods, and also compared 
to transplantation and transplant rejection complications, 
the method is safer and cheaper. Studies over the past decade 
have shown that MSCs are highly ductile and can differentiate 
into bronchial, alveolar, vascular epithelium, and interstitial 
cell types [105]. Numerous studies have shown that change 
in cell transformation in normal lungs is relatively small but 
increases when cell proliferation is impaired [106-108]. 
Normally in the lungs, adult stem cells are located in special 

areas called niches that are needed for the survival of lung 
tissue homeostasis.

The results of two clinical trials showed that mesenchymal 
stem cells and their EVs (extracellular vesicles) effectively 
suppress harmful immune responses in the lungs, reduce 
persistent inflammation, and significantly reduce respiratory 
function in patients with ARDS [83,87]. Most importantly, 
exacerbation of COVID-19-associated symptoms and side 
effects associated with MSC or MSC-Exos injection have not 
been reported, suggesting that MSCs and EVs are a safe and 
effective treatment approach for patients with SARS-CoV-2. 
Despite these promising results, it should be noted that the 
safety and efficacy of MSCs or MSC-EVs in both studies were 
evaluated in a small number of COVID-19 patients. Sengupta 
et al. examined the therapeutic potential of MSC-Exos in 24 
patients and showed that MSC-Exos was not able to improve 
respiratory function in patients with SARS-CoV-2 [87]. 
According to these results, more research should be done 
with more patients to decide on the effectiveness of MSC and 
its products for the treatment of SARS-CoV-2.

The ability of stem cells to be located in the lungs and to 

Trial ID
Trial 

design
Cellular 
source

Injection dose Number Clinical findings

NCT04348435
[97]

Phase II
Allogeneic

MSCs

×107 cell/dose2
5 injections (0-2-6 

10-14 days)
55

Allogeneic MSC injection was safe. No upper / lower 
respiratory infection was observed.

NCT04339660
[98]

Phase I 
and II

UC-MSCs 1×106 cell/kg 30
No side effects have been reported. Reduction of 

inflammation was observed in individuals with severe 
pulmonary symptoms.

NCT04535856
[99]

Phase I
Allogeneic

MSCs
1×108 cell/ dose
5×107 cell/dose

9
No side effects have been reported. Reduction of 

inflammation was observed in individuals with severe 
pulmonary symptoms.

NCT04522986
[100]

Phase I AD-MSCs
1×106 cell/dose

4 injections
6

AD-MSC injection was safe. Decreased pneumonia 
associated with patient survival.

NCT04252118
[85]

Phase I UC-MSCs
3×107 cell/dose

3 injections (0-3-6 
days)

18
Intravenous injection of UC-MSCs was moderate and 
severely safe in COVID-19 patients. No side effects of 

the injection were observed.

NCT04625738
[101]

Phase II WJ-MSCs
2×106 cell/kg

3 injections (0-3-6 
days)

30

Wharton's Jelly injection had no side effects. Improve 
respiratory symptoms by increasing the number 

of days without artificial oxygen and reducing the 
number of days hospitalized

NCT04349631
[102]

Phase II AD-MSCs 1×106 cell/kg 56
Improve upper / lower respiratory infection based on 

hospitalization criteria

DISCUSSION
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adapt to epithelial cells is one of the most challenging topics 
in recent years [109,110]. It is hoped that bone marrow-
derived cells can be isolated, cultured, manipulated ex 
vivo, and then released into the lung to repair damaged 
lung tissue. It is assumed that injecting mesenchymal stem 
cells and replacing them with damaged progenitor cells, it 
produces functional epithelial cells that can prevent airway 
remodeling and provided a stable condition for proper 
epithelial cell proliferation. Transformation of bone marrow-
derived cells into the airway and alveolar epithelial cells is 
rare and therefore further studies on the effective efficacy of 
cell therapy are needed.

As MSCs provide a new tool for the treatment of various 
human diseases, more knowledge of the MSCs ability 
to suppress immunity seems essential, while MSCs can 
undergo spontaneous mutations and show tumorigenic 
potential [111]. Although the use of MSCs has reduced the 
severity of the disease, long-term data on the safety of this 
treatment are needed. Further information is needed on the 
functional differences and proliferative characteristics of 
MSCs derived from bone marrow or adipose tissue obtained 
from sick versus healthy individuals. The use of high-safety 
conditions for mesenchymal stem cell culture is essential 
to prevent the transmission of viral and prion infections 
to cell recipients [112]. In addition, the use of allogeneic 
MSCs may have potential risk for infections acquired from 
the donor. Therefore, it is necessary to study all phenotypic 
features of MSCs to facilitate pre-clinical studies with good 
design to better achieve its clinical applications. Although 
there is a potential risk in the human application of MSCs, 
due to the modulatory properties of MSCs for the treatment 
of inflammatory and immune-related diseases, it can be 
considered a great dream and promise shortly to be able 
to it was used as a complementary treatment based on 
repair, modulation of the immune system and reduction of 
inflammation to improve the damage caused by SARS-CoV-2 
and similar viruses.
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